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A step-by-step reference guide for teachers and students of any vertical arts programming
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When practicing aerial rope, always perform warm up exercises before attempting any individual exercises. Also, when practicing aerial rope, always do so in the presence of a trained professional, with load-tested aerial equipment hanging from load-tested rigging, which has been set-up and inspected frequently by rigging professionals, along with crash pads underneath the hoop. It is recommended that you check with your doctor or healthcare provider before commencing any exercise program, especially one as rigorous as aerial hoop.

Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of this material, there is a real chance of injury in execution of the movements described in this book. The Publisher and all persons involved in the making of this manual will not accept responsibility for injury to any degree, including death, to any person as a result of participation in the activities described in this manual. Purchase or use of this document constitutes agreement to this effect. Furthermore, rigging of aerial equipment is not discussed in this manual. Consult a professional rigger when it comes to using any hanging equipment.
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Welcome to another grand adventure in the aerial arts. This book has been four years in the making and it feels good to see it to completion! For many, this book marks the beginning of the advanced rope journey. For others, this book is the place where rope starts. Volume 1 covered the basics of foundational skills of any vertical apparatus: some of the highlights were footlocks, climbs, hip key and beginning inversion movement and wraps (same-side, opposite-side, s-wraps, beginning ankle hangs, etc). This volume picks up with more foundational skills. However the foundational skills in this book are harder, so I like to think of them rather as “building blocks.” The goal of this manual series is to clearly describe, connect, and apply the building blocks of rope. The skills can also transfer to other apparatuses, especially that of silks.

About This Book

Chapter One introduces more building blocks of rope that are generally harder than what was found in Volume 1. Chapter Two connects pathways between all the building blocks that were covered in Chapter One. Chapter Three is dedicated to seatbelts, which are a type of hitch around the thigh. Chapter Four summarizes the findings of chapter three and adds to them with putting together a ton of information about all the major hitches. Since some classic hitches such as ankle and knee hitches were introduced in Volume 1, this chapter focuses mostly on the hitches around the thigh and waist. A large goal of the chapter is to provide a language with which to speak about any hitch.

Chapter Five takes on a different direction all together, closing out the book with an introduction to momentum. In the words of one aerial teacher, this chapter is “worth rubies, diamonds and gold on its own.” It contains all the foundational ideas that can then be applied to create your own momentum sequences into all the building blocks that have been covered thus far.

Born to Fly Resources: AerialDancing.com for Videos of Moves

A resource available right from the comfort of your own home is found at AerialDancing.com. With a paying subscription you can access all of the moves in this book demonstrated through video by industry experts. If you’re a visual learner or if anything is not quite clear through pictures alone, you will appreciate seeing the move in live action. So log on and check it out!

Live Trainings

These books are designed to be a supplemental resource for teachers and students. You can further support the artists in these manuals by training with them directly. Find workshops and more information on the website: www.BorntoFlyAerial.com.
Terminology

As any teacher knows (and students really appreciate), it’s helpful to develop a consistent vocabulary so that communication can happen effectively. There are some terms that will be used heavily in this manual, so get comfortable with these before you dive in to the rest of the book:

Pole Versus Tail
Some in the aerial industry call these the live end versus dead end. I really like having a tail, so I use pole and tail. The pole is the taut rope above the body. The tail is what’s hanging loose below.

Base Leg Versus Free Leg
In this manual, you will often read instructions that refer to the base or free leg. The base leg always refers to what is most tied up in the wrap. If both legs are tied up, then the more-trapped leg wins. For example, the bottom leg in hip key is the base leg. In the same-side knee hook on the previous page, the base leg would be the right leg because it is most caught up in the wrap. The free leg would be the left leg since there is no wrap currently around it.

To Hook the Knee
I’d be curious to see what you do if I gave you the instruction “hook your knee” on the rope. From standing on the ground there are at least 8 ways to hook a leg, depending on how you count. There are only two ways the actual knee hook happens above the hands: regular and reverse. The other descriptions are based on where the tail is located under the hands. The regular knee hooking is the most common (pictured on the previous page). You can perform this knee hook with the tail in any number of places: on the same-side of your body, the opposite-side of your body; or you can invert with the rope between the legs or even over the shoulder. All these ways minus the last one were covered in Volume 1.

This Volume covers reverse knee hooking. Like the name suggests, the direction of the hook is reversed. Inside of hooking over the hands with the tail on the inside of the knee, the knee is hooked from the opposite direction, causing the tail to land on the side that is on the outer part of the knee while the inside of the leg faces the pole.

Find more information about the reverse knee hook in chapter one. The key thing we need to highlight here is that if you read the instruction “hook the knee” it assumes a regular hook of the knee unless stated otherwise.

To Block
A block refers to a limb that is pressing into the apparatus preventing a fall. Often, on rope, a block is a flexed foot up on the rope (not wrapped, just blocking some weight of the body). Some circles of aerialists refer to this flexed foot as a flag. However, in the Born to Fly Curriculum, we use the term flag to refer to when the arms are holding and the body is out at an angle, flying in the wind.

Inside Versus Outside
Inside and outside are going to be terms that you might get sick of because they are everywhere in this manual! By the end of this manual, you should have a complete understanding of what these terms mean. For consistency’s sake, we did our best to have these words have the same meaning every time. An inside move is when the tail is traveling along the inside of the torso. An outside move is when the tail is traveling around the outside of the torso (along the backside). Typically, you can easily switch from an inside to an outside move by flipping where the tail is located. However, sometimes this is not easily done. It depends on the move. The fun part is seeing how the inside moves connect to one another and vice versa. This culminates in chapter four, when we cover hitches.
We covered basic building blocks in The Aerial Rope Manual Volume 1. It is important that the information in Volume 1 has been studied and that the material in this manual is being built upon a strong foundation. That foundation includes but is not limited to: inversions, climbs, opposite and same side wraps (OS and SS), s-wraps, and moves that are derived from these. For the purposes of this manual, it will be assumed the reader is an expert at everything that was covered previously in Volume 1.

In this chapter we pick up with some new foundational material. Just because skills are foundational does not mean they are easy! This is why they are known as the “advanced building blocks.” This chapter will include moves such as front balance, back balance, break beat, shoefly and meathooks. While we covered hip key in Volume 1, hip key is such an advanced move in its entirety, we are covering it again in a new light. In this chapter, you will also find Amazon. This is an advanced progression of the ‘round the back material that was also covered in Volume 1. Chapter 2 will focus on the transitions between all these positions.
**Front Balance**

**Prerequisite(s):**
grip strength, 
SS wrap (Vol1)

**About this move:** Volume 3 will include moves such as rolling up the rope and other maneuvers that will be impossible without the foundation of training that should be mastered here. An important part of rolling is understanding the different positions that a body passes through as it rolls. This has become widely known as “c-shaping.” Front and back balance are two very important “c-shapes.”

---

**Practice Thumb-up and Thumb-down**

Thumb-up front balance is useful for dynamic transitions in the air, but it can take some practice. It is possible to get a straight arm position here, just like on thumb-down, but it can take some time to build up strength. Try to keep the wrist in a neutral position & avoid too much buckling—with practice it will get stronger!

**Entry from the Ground**

**Steps 1-4:** Stand on the ground with one hand around head height and one hand around hip height (thumb-down). Post the lower hand below the hip as you transfer your weight into the rope. Take your second leg up, passing behind the pole. Fold over the rope. Next, perform the same exercise with the thumb up (photo 4).

---

**Entry from SS Knee Hook** (note: an OS knee hook gets you here too)

**Steps 1-2:** From a same-side (SS) knee hook, release the same hand as hooked knee to grab the tail. Bring the tail up towards the ceiling and set a post (with thumb up) with a straight, strong arm. This creates a shelf for the bent leg to transfer onto. Only transfer if you have the rope set cleanly at the hip crease. If the hips sink, the rope will be at the thigh. (In this case, don’t try to transfer the weight. Exit and start over.)

**Steps 3-4:** Once you have established this strong shelf with the first leg forward in a pike, the next task is to bring the second leg behind the pole to join the shelf. When the second leg is there, gradually release the top hand and reach overhead. Keep the posted arm straight and strong throughout this entire process.

---

**Recall from Vol1: Post means to hold the tail with a straight arm.**

---

**Technique Notes for Beginning Front Balance (from the ground)**

Similar to a hip key, the friction of the bight (the bend in the rope) in front balance is stronger once your head and torso are tilted downward. Starting with the top hand too high can make it hard to find enough tilt. Slide the top hand down and tilt the torso. Trust your position. It will actually feel stronger once you are comfortable letting the top hand release. Extend it towards the ground, assisting gravity and increasing the bight of the rope.

---

**Names**

In this manual, you will see front balance often referred to as ball. Technically, “ball” is when you bend the legs in a front balance.
Back Balance

Prerequisite(s):
- strong one arm grip strength,
- core strength

About this move: The back balance is one of the “c’s” in c-shaping technique. This shape will become important as you move forward in your corde lisse journey. C-shaping is the prerequisite to learning roll-ups and other quintessential rope moves. It is vital that proper technique is established from the beginning. More on c-shaping technique will be covered in Volume 3.

SS Knee Hook into Back Balance

Steps 1-3: From a same-side (SS) knee hook, post your bottom hand on the rope. Straighten your top leg and sickle your foot so that it temporarily blocks on the rope. Square your hips to the ceiling. You won’t necessarily stay there, but try to keep as much of this rotation as you proceed. Keep the posted arm straight and externally rotated. Keep your hand in front of your hips. (Don’t let it slide under or behind you). The rope should remain low on the back, at the sacrum.

Spotters: The spotter can hold the tail up towards the ceiling as the student makes her initial attempts to get a feel for the position.

Step 4: Gradually let the top leg off the rope. Think of this leg as being heavy towards the wall behind you as it releases. Both legs should be extending back through the glute and hamstring engagement. (Some students will tend to keep the bottom leg externally rotated which will make the body want to topple out.)

Steps 5-7: Gradually release the grip of the top hand and slide it down the rope. Slide it down the rope to your hips and then let go until you have just one finger on and feel comfortable to proceed. Press the top shoulder down and back. Reach overhead. The top arm is rotated internally, palm away from the face. Reach through the shoulder, making the arm as long as possible to counterweight the legs. This about the spinal rotation to turn the sternum to the ceiling and look up.

“I have found that, in addition to the top leg heavy, also making sure that the weight of the head is also heavy and back (without just hanging back) is also important. For non-back-flexible aerialists, extending a bit through the upper back and letting the head, arm, and leg help pull into balance. Depending on the body proportions and flexibility factors, just letting the leg be heavy will pull the student upright. So it’s a balance of head, arm, leg.”

- Aerial Coach Amanda Goble

“I find that students have an easier time with a straight supporting arm but some people don’t have the strength to hold that and it buckles. The other option is to keep the arm bent at the elbow and block the hand on the hip bone ASIS.”

-Alex Allan
Single Star Wrap for Back Balance Training

**Step 1:** Wrap for a single star (covered in Volume 1).

**Step 2:** Place the sickled foot of the inside leg up on the pole. Work on keeping the hips square to the ceiling and having the body remain horizontal for the duration of the exercise.

**Step 3:** Gradually release the top leg as you maintain the position of the hips. The hips will rotate in the transverse plane (see pg 83), but fight to keep the outside hip lifting upwards. Press on the pole with the top hand. This can help assist you to keep the legs lifted. Aim for having the top leg in line with the torso.

**Step 4:** Gradually slide the hand down the pole and bring it up overhead.

Other Exercises

1) In Vol1, we practiced a similar exercise from a same-side (SS) wrap where the leg was wrapped three times. You can practice finding your back balance position from that wrap.

2) Another exercise that Molly Graves suggests for training back balance is to hold a light weight in the free hand that is extended long towards the horizon. This helps find and practice the upwards rotation of the body.

Notice all the key points of technique demonstrated in photo 4 above: The top armpit is open to the ceiling. The palm faces up as the rotation of the body is that of desiring to roll up. The hips are open as much as possible and the top leg is in line/balanced with the opposite shoulder. The rope is at the sacrum and head is looking up.
Common Mistakes to Avoid

Mistake #1: Piking too early.
Students try to anticipate the pike by throwing their feet up and their head back. This is why it's good to teach the lower body habits before adding on too much with the upper half. The key to training momentum in the early stages is to let the hips drop to their lowest point and let the legs do most of the swinging. Another reason that students may enter this bad habit is due to lack of flexibility in the hamstrings. Make sure to stretch those bad boys and keep them supple to allow for an easy swing into pike.

Technique Tips: During the back-beat, reach for full extension of the body that does not require over-bending of the spine, nor bending of the legs. The shoulders and hips are open. The legs are straight and nearly parallel to the ground. Molly Graves likes to use the cue "nose to the rope" to prevent students from pushing back through the shoulders too much.
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Reminder: Access Video Content Through AerialDancing.com

Some of the moves in this book can be hard to follow through pictures and words alone. If seeing live action would help you understand the dynamics of the movement, consider a membership to AerialDancing.com. There, you will find all of the moves from this book (and others!) in video form. Ask questions, take part in a discussion, browse articles, find resources, and be a part of a supportive environment to encourage you along your aerial journey. See you there!
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